2018 Ward Planning Meeting
WARD 3
ISSUES/CONCERNS

POSITIVE COMMENTS

We need updates on Pillsbury Mills. Since re-mediation,
what else has happened? What is the status?

Great response we get when we call.

Alderwoman can’t do it all. All these departments work
out and about. Have them report on issues of
dilapidated structures, police report on lights that are
out, etc.? Look out to all aspects of city and not just our
own department.

Right size to raise a family – not too big
nor too small

Including alleyways in reporting problems and issues.
Trees growing in the fence line. Does city have a policy
on trees growing in fenceline and do the do anything?
Jurisdiction issues? Abandoned properties? Eyesore and
can people fix them?
The trees that grow in power lines? Who is responsible?
Who needs to do what?
A person complained to CWLP about dark/street light?
However, there were trees that were blocking the flow
of the light. Who is responsible and how do we adderss
it – 2600 block of Manor
Garbage Haulers need to cooperate and notify city
about mattresses that are left/dumped and don’t ignore
them.
Questions/updates on Pillsbury
Homes in the City limits but not in the City. We need
them annexed – what can we do about them?

Alderwoman is very responsive when
you have an issue – gets it fixed.
Alderwoman – the North Grand Avenue
Improvement really appreciates the help
she has given and guidance. It
encompasses three different wards and
it can do many great things.
Lots to do – all around the city. Not just
downtown or Westside. All over things
are happening.
SMTD Improvements

KEEP/CHANGE

Fire keeps a list of abandoned properties. We can make
that more public with the department so we are all
aware.
Green Tree and Laurel – all the trees are overgrown and
grass. Property in disrepair (southwest corner)
Does the resident maintain the easement? Or is it the
city?
Trees in Power lines at 710 S. 24th Street
Has the city come up with a program to help residents
get rid of old, dangerous trees.
41 Glen Aire – raising up the sidewalk (an old tree).
Needs to be fixed.
Kudos to Aldwerwoman and NPO are great for
Erniebankhead. Every NPO they have had is great.
Chronic truancy – what can we do or is it a flag to police
or teachers or find out why s/he is missing school?

